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Web portals are one of the most important components in the context of business integration. The
International Journal of Web Portals (IJWP) is a high-quality refereed journal on portal software,
engineering practices, and technologies. The journal serves as means for researchers, developers,
and industry practitioners to publish their research and practical experiences in the technological,
business, organizational, and social dimensions of Web portals development and applications. The
journal also promotes communication and networking among portal, Web services, and SOA
researchers and engineers, at a time when new developments are taking place in portal
technologies. Furthermore, it contributes to the development of new portal architectures and
solutions in all fields of application.
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Business process integration and management
Cloud and grid solutions
Content Management Systems
Customization
e-Commerce and e-Business applications
Evolution of portals
Frameworks for portal design and development
Infrastructures
Mobile technologies and applications
Project Management
Resource management, performance issues, and administration issues
Security Issues
Semantic Web services and federated architectures in Web portals
Tools and development environments
User interface issues
Web Services
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Maria Manuela Cruz-Cunha is currently an Associate Professor in the School of Technology at the Polytechnic Institute of Cavado and Ave, Portugal. She holds a Dipl.
Eng. in the field of Systems and Informatics Engineering, an M.Sci. in the field of Computer Integrated Manufacturing and a Dr.Sci in the field of Production Systems
Engineering. She teaches subjects related with Information Systems, Information Technologies and Organizational Models to undergraduate and post-graduate studies.
She supervises several PhD projects in the domain of Virtual Enterprises and Information Systems and Technologies. She regularly publishes in international peerreviewed journals and participates on international scientific conferences. She serves as a member of Editorial Board a nd Associate Editor for several International
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ENTERprise Information Systems, ViNOrg - International Conference on Virtual and Networked Organizations: Emergent Technologies and Tools and SeGAH – IEEE
International Conference on Serious Games and Applications for Health.
Emanuel Soares Peres is an Assistant Professor at Trás-os-Montes e Alto Douro University (UTAD) in Portugal. He has been lecturing in areas such as mobile devices,
web development, computer networks and electronics since 2003. He is an integrated researcher at the Technology and Science A ssociate Laboratory (INESC-TEC) and
his research focuses on combining sensing networks, in-field processing units and mesh communication networks to develop data acquisition systems, which enable
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